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Assessment Summary
Organisations that meet the world-recognised Investors in People Standard reflect the very
best in people management practices. Underpinning the Standard is the Investors in People
(IIP) Framework. Based on 25 years of leading practice, the latest research and workplace
trends, the IIP Framework is organised around nine key indicators of high performance each
with three underpinning themes.
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home was assessed for accreditation against the IIP
‘Developed’ Standard in September – November 2018. The assessment process comprised
initial discussions around the company’s ambition, production of an assessment plan,
administration of the online assessment, and interviews conducted with a representative
sample chosen from across the organisation.
In line with the evidence presented in this report, the decision has been made that the
organisation satisfies all the requirements at a ‘Developed level’ in the IIP sixth generation
Framework; and therefore, accreditation is awarded at this time.
Supported by robust regulation and suitable management structure with a workforce of
professional, dedicated employees; values-oriented with a clear focus on delivering high
quality care and support to residents with particular needs, Chelston Park Nursing &
Residential Home is found to have a culture which promotes high standards and teamwork;
the development of skilled and qualified staff and active engagement of its workers in
achieving a positive future.
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home continues to be a successful organisation, building
on its strong reputation, outstanding CQC rating and its commitment to providing excellent
care to residents. Many employees rate working for the organisation highly and the overall
online assessment benchmark score, as seen on page 7, is marginally higher than the
Investors in People average (all organisations which have completed the survey to date).
Areas for development have been highlighted in this report and are outlined on page 14. These
recommendations should be considered within the overall context of the findings of this
assessment. They are provided to assist the organisation to continue to realise its ambitions
to maintain and develop its high-quality services, occupancy rates, CQC ratings and staff
recruitment and retention success.

Assessment Outcome
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home final award outcome:
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Context
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home comprises two connected residential homes in the
same rural location near Wellington in Somerset: Chelston Gardens Dementia Nursing Home
(Chelston Gardens) & Chelston Park Nursing Home (Chelston Park).
•

•

Chelston Gardens offers personalised dementia care and support in a modern,
purpose-built home divided into four self-contained areas of 12 or 13 people
(approximately 50 in total).
Chelston Park offers personalised nursing care and support for long and short stay
residents and can support up to 40 people in 22 single and 9 double rooms suitable
for couples.

Incorporated in 2000, Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home is a private limited company
with a board comprising two Directors/Partners who also own Netherclay Home Care Ltd and
Netherclay House Residential Home. One employed Care Director has oversight of all
companies and each has a Registered Manager. Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home
has an approximate annual turnover of £3.4m and there are 72 employees at Gardens and 43
at Park (total 115) The overall CQC rating was ‘Outstanding’ in September 2017.
A long-standing Investor in People and accredited since 2006, Chelston Park Nursing &
Residential Home chose the Investors in People Standard Assessment for this review rather
than pursuing additional awards levels. The organisation wished to seek continuation of their
Investors in People accreditation to demonstrate their high-quality reputation to
clients/residents and potential employees; provide as evidence of quality for CCG contract
reviews, CQC and other accreditation bodies, and use the results and recommendations to
work towards people management best practice to achieve organisational success.

Organisational Ambition
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home’s key ambition is to seek occupancy targets
(privately occupied) of 100%, to maintain overall CQC Outstanding status and achieve
Outstanding ratings in the Safe, Effective & Responsive Areas, and to recruit and maintain
optimum numbers of employees during a challenging labour shortage environment and recent
resignations.
It is acknowledged that feedback from this assessment using the IIP sixth generation
Framework at Developed level will be used to support future people management and
development activities and assist in the development of a culture of high performance
throughout Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home.
As a previous holder of Investors in People accreditation, going forward, the organisation
should consider the impact and benefit of engaging with the full Investors in People Framework
undertaking an Insights Assessment to help shape and inform high performing working
strategies throughout the business. This will be discussed further as part of the feedback
meeting.
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Assessment Approach

The online assessment was deployed to 115 employees and a response of
64% (74) was received. This is above the international Investors in People
recommended minimum of 50% and therefore the sample is considered
statistically significant.

Based on the findings from the online assessment, the Investors in People
Practitioner interviewed 14 employees from across the organisation over a
3-day period between 14/11/2018 – 16/11/18.
A tour and interviewing within the premises enabled observation of
residential living areas, offices, training room, reception and social areas,
including promotional branding, certifications, noticeboards and some
interactions between employees and residents.
Written documents supplied:
• List of HR policies and people management systems
• Key template examples
• Staff engagement Survey Results
• Values Statement
• Induction Booklet
• Employee Code of Conduct 2017
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Assessment Analysis
Investors in People Benchmark
The IIP Benchmark below shows Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home’s overall
performance for the online assessment compared to the IIP average for all organisations
which have completed the online assessment and against the average Industry Benchmark
for Residential Care Activities. Please note this benchmark is based on live data and more
than 3,500 organisations which have undertaken the Investors in People survey and is correct
as on 22/11/2018.

Overview of online assessment results
The table below shows how your employees responded to the online assessment for each
indicator of the IIP Standard (including the average per indicator and the difference to other
organisations that have completed the online assessment).
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NB: The Average Score is the average response from all employees who participated in the online
assessment. To help interpret this score, number 7 represents a response of 'Strongly Agree', so the
closer the Average Score is to 7, the more positively the result can be read. 4 is a neutral response.
Although this assessment focused on the ‘Developed level’ of the IIP Framework, the online
assessment questions cover all performance levels of the IIP Framework.
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Summary of Assessment Findings
Leading
High performing organisations foster leadership skills at every level of the organisation to
deliver outstanding results. Clarity of vision and purpose and how well leaders in the
organisation inspire employees to perform, are central to this principle. Creating purpose in a
changing environment, whilst motivating through change, have become essential skills for
many roles.

Leading and inspiring people
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home’s people describe the organisation’s purpose,
vision and objectives and there is a business plan, work plans and processes with measurable
performance objectives (KPIs). The Care Director and Partner/Director meet 3 times a week
and the Senior Management Team meet every 6-8 weeks. Leaders provide clarity and inspire
trust through various mediums, for example, staff meetings, handover/shift meetings;
appraisals, working alongside during shifts.
Sector specific competencies exist, for example, Nursing, which includes some leadership and
management competencies and there is no company leadership training programme for
managers/supervisors. ‘Hands-on’ senior leaders role model the expected management
behaviours and techniques and have performance related discussions with those who
manage or supervise others. Managers tend to be ‘grown’ from the workforce rather than
recruited. This indicator is slightly higher than the average Investors in People Standard online
assessment score (see page 8). On the whole, line managers understand how they are
effective in leading, managing and developing people, for instance, mentoring, listening,
problem solving, being approachable, etc. Consideration could be given to developing
managers’ and supervisors’ leadership capabilities by defining company management
competencies and training.

Living the organisation’s values and behaviours
Leaders communicate the organisation’s culture, philosophy and core values and how these
are applied, for example, during meetings, interactions, 1:1 Appraisals, New employee
Induction Pack, Code of Conduct, etc. Values based statements are embedded throughout
descriptions of activities, learning activities, relationships, etc. and values and behaviours are
given a high weighting in the recruitment selection of new employees.
Core values of Care: Privacy, Dignity, Rights, Independence, Choice & Fulfilment.
However, Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home could consider developing the values
further from a staff perspective and describing them more explicitly in public/customer facing
marketing tools, for example, the website.
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People know and understand the values, describe how they should behave in line with them,
for instance, being: respectful, caring, kind, patient, and believe the values are the right for the
organisation. The online assessment shows this Indicator to be the company’s highest
alignment against the Investors in People Standard (see page 8).
•

‘We pay a lot of attention to behaviours and values. I treat residents like I would want
my loved ones to be treated, or even myself!’.

Empowering and involving people
People have access to the knowledge and information they need to do their job well and are
supported to do so, for example, guidance, Induction Book, shift handovers, expert team
leaders working alongside them; shadowing others and being observed. Although this
Indicator’s online assessment score is slightly lower than the Investors in People average,
detailed enquiry shows that the organisation runs Staff Satisfaction Surveys and on the whole,
individuals and teams are consulted about decisions, for example, work routines and
practices, and people are trusted by their managers.
•

‘They will call a meeting to find out what we think about it. They do listen…but we also
know they need to decide what to do’.

Supporting
Successful organisations enable faster decision-making, agility and customer focus. It is
critical that people are supported to perform - through the way jobs are designed, reward is
structured, performance is managed, and the autonomy people must have to make decisions.

Managing performance
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home’s people know what is expected of them and
understand how their individual objectives fit the organisation's objectives. Various touchpoints
are used to support employee performance management including Annual Appraisals,
Probationary Period Reviews, and frequent informal discussions which can happen at any
time, most often with supervisors. The Annual Joint Appraisals use a template which
employees are asked to prepare in advance and includes discussions on reflection of personal
contributions, needs, strengths & challenges, team working, training, suggestions &
aspirations and asks consultative questions about the quality of the organisation (CQC Areas).
Supervisors, for example, Nurses/Shift Team leaders, work alongside employees in teams
and they share performance information with the managers who undertake the Appraisals,
often alongside the Care Director (the manager’s manager). Notes of the Appraisal sessions
are signed by both the appraisee and manager and kept in the HR files.
20.4% of online respondents Neither agreed or disagreed-Strongly disagreed with the
statement: ‘I have agreed my objectives with my line manager within the last 12 months’ and
on the Annual Appraisal form it is unclear where this discussion is located. However, drilling
down further shows that the majority of people have discussed their performance in the last 6
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months and ‘objectives’ are seen as tasks which are determined by team supervisors on the
day.
Performance is regularly measured and assessed, for example, shift /care logs, Appraisals,
etc and people receive constructive feedback from their supervisors and line managers. It
could benefit the company further if there was a review of the performance management
process, for instance, consider: the value of more frequent regular review; the interactions
between an employee’s supervisor and line manager, improving the Appraisal/Review form,
etc.
•

‘I find speaking to my manager in Appraisal to be the most helpful for improving and
developing’.

Recognising and rewarding high performance
This indicator is the lowest alignment against the Investors in People Standard (see page 8).
Also, there seems to be some differences or misunderstandings about pay levels and some
interviewees feel: ‘we could be praised and thanked more’. However, following detailed
enquiry, on the whole, people know how they are recognised and rewarded and the criteria
have been clearly communicated. The recognition and reward approach supports the
organisation’s ambition; leaders apply the criteria consistently and recognise and value
people’s individual contributions, for example, higher pay rates for unsocial hours and extra
shifts, bonuses for ‘going the extra mile, like getting in during the snow’, social events,
celebrations, Heart and Soul Award, and predominantly, people are thanked, praised and
‘supported’. Many interviewees say the pay is average for the area and sector; the benefits
and rewards are good and they feel appreciated and valued. The company could consider
ensuring people understand the recognition and reward approach, criteria and the ways
people are rewarded, for example, transparent pay rates. Listing the rewards and explaining
senior leaders’ motivations can be a validation in and of itself.
•
•
•

‘I am very happy. I love it here’.
‘I think people should get paid a higher rate for doing nights’.
‘We get more for doing night’s.

Structuring work
Roles are designed to deliver organisational goals and have clear decision-making authority.
People know what they are responsible for, for example, individual care, supportive activities,
health and hygiene, and how and when they need to ask for input or additional authority on
decisions. The organisation’s structure is designed to achieve its strategy and roles enable
people to work together to achieve the organisation’s objectives. A few interviewees felt that
sometimes ‘there is a lack of communication’ but more detailed enquiry shows good operating
systems and collaborative working arrangements are in place, for instance, shift handover
logs and meetings, care plans, Team/Task Allocation by supervisors, etc. This indicator is the
second highest alignment against the Investors in People Standard (see page 8).
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•
•

‘We know what we need to do but at the same time, there’s always someone to step
in to help too’.
‘Sometimes things aren’t communicated well in the handover… I do something only to
be told I have done the wrong thing, but I didn’t know’.

Improving
Constant adaption, flexibility and continuous improvement feature heavily in the very best
organisations. For many, constant change is the new normal. Sustainable organisations
develop capabilities, resources and plans for tomorrow. They foster innovation to find new
ways to achieve results and realise their ambition.

Building capability
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home’s people receive information, advice and guidance
to help them plan their learning and development. Learning and development needs are
identified in Appraisals and are also driven by changes to regulations, best practice, systems
and processes. There is a Training Manager (shared with the other sister companies),
Individual and Organisational Training logs/matrices and information is gathered and shared
in line the National Minimum Data Set for Social Care (NMDS-SC). Learning and development
is undertaken using a variety of methods, for example, workshop sessions in the training room,
NVQs, etc. and new employees have a comprehensive Induction Learning Plan and process
including shadowing experienced colleagues, being observed, receiving feedback, 3-month
review, etc. It is worth noting however that newly inducted employees suggest that they would
benefit from being paired up with mentors with the optimum coaching and teaching skills
during their first shifts.
•

‘I could see they were great at their job, but I would have found a bit more respect and
patience more supportive’.

A good deal of learning is by observation and demonstration during work activities. Learning
about the specific standards and ways of working is cascaded across the organisation’s
employees from one skilled person to another. Although the CQC and NMDS-SC use the term
‘training’ the company could consider using the term ‘learning’ more widely and enable
performance improvements as a result of all learning to be recorded for both individuals and
the company which will also provide data to evaluate the return on investment of all resources
expended on learning and development.
Only 62.1% of online assessment respondents strongly-somewhat agree that ‘People are
selected for roles based on their skills and abilities’ which is the organisation’s lowest score
compared to the IIP average. However, more detailed enquiry shows the approach to
recruitment and selection is designed to make sure there is a capable workforce and the
process is fair, efficient and effective and fits with the organisation's objectives. Senior leaders
are developing strategies to meet the future needs of the company and overcome the existing
and potential external challenges and shortages. Values, behaviours and potential of
candidates are given significant emphasis in the selection decision making.
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Delivering continuous improvement
Leaders evaluate the impact of their investment in people on achieving key performance
indicators which results in improvements in the organisation’s approach to managing and
developing people. For example, the development of the Associate Practitioner role has
supported the Registered Nurses on duty; pay rise dependent on completion of statutory
training has improved attendance. People know how to contribute to improving performance
and ways of working and managers ask people their views and opinions using various
methods, for example, during Appraisals, team meetings, shift handovers, staff satisfaction
survey, etc.
•
•

‘We help each other improve’.
‘We are asked what we think in staff meetings and after the handover when we know
what we are planning to do that shift’.

Creating sustainable success
People are clear about what makes the organisation successful now, for instance, providing
high quality care, treating residents with dignity, respect and kindness and what will make it
successful in the future, for example, maintaining qualified and committed employees, getting
Outstanding CQC rating, recruiting new people, etc. Leaders communicate current and future
priorities and change in a timely and transparent way, through manager and supervisor
contact, emails, team and individual meetings, etc. for example, staff changes, care plan
changes. Leaders understand who their stakeholders are in the communities and the markets
the organisation serves, for example, employees, residents and their families, health and
social care professionals, funding Commissioners, Regulators, etc and actively supports local
fundraising, for example, Alzheimer’s Society, Hospiscare.
86.4% of online assessment respondents strongly-somewhat agree that ‘My organisation is a
great place to work’
•

‘I enjoy the work with all my heart. It’s so rewarding’.
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Outcome Against the 27 Framework Themes
Developed
Creating transparency and trust
1. Leading and inspiring
people

Motivating people to deliver the organisation’s objectives
Developing leadership capability
Operating in line with the values

2. Living the organisation’s
values and behaviours

Adopting the values
Living the values
Empowering people

3. Empowering and
involving people

Participating and collaborating
Making decisions
Setting objectives

4. Managing performance

Encouraging high performance
Measuring and assessing performance

5. Recognising and
rewarding high
performance

Designing an approach to recognition and reward
Adopting a culture of recognition
Recognising and rewarding people
Designing roles

6. Structuring work

Creating autonomy in roles
Enabling collaborative working
Understanding people’s potential

7. Building capability

Supporting learning and development
Deploying the right people at the right time
Improving through internal and external sources

8. Delivering continuous
improvement

Creating a culture of continuous improvements
Encouraging innovation
Focusing on the future

9. Creating sustainable
success

Embracing change
Understanding the external context



Met



Not Met
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Recommendations and Next Steps
This assessment has used the Investors in People sixth generation Framework at a
‘Developed’ level to benchmark Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home’s people
management and development practice. Analysis of the information collated through planning
discussions, online assessment, interviews, general observations and documentation review
has confirmed that the company is an Investors in People organisation.
Further enhancing people management and development systems and processes is a central
aspect of the future strategy of the organisation to meet its high reputation and ambitions. It is
important to continue this improvement journey. High quality services and care can be
supported by clearly defining what you expect from your managers and then supporting and
developing them to meet these expectations. Clearly stating a good recognition and reward
approach and inspiring cultural values to the world can be both motivating for staff and
encourage customer confidence; and ensuring the optimum performance management
system for your people can link directly to creating sustainable success.
The following recommendations are made to assist the leadership team and are based on the
assessment findings. Building on the excellent practice already in place, consideration should
be given to the following:
1.

Define company leader/manager competencies and provide training to develop
managers’ and supervisors’ leadership capabilities.
a) Review the capabilities of all line managers and supervisors to effectively support and
motivate employees, for example, effective delegation and constructive feedback
methods, coaching to improve motivation, encouraging feedback from people on their
manager’s performance and build managers self-awareness of their own style and
behaviours.
b) Define management competencies for managers and supervisors and use them to
measure and monitor manager’s performance and identify learning and development
needs. Effectiveness could be measured via their own Appraisals. Generic manager
competencies include, for example, Leadership, Supervision and Direction of Others,
Planning and Preparation, Organisation and Initiative.
c) Provide learning and development for managers/supervisors. Development needs
could be met through a range of programmes such as external management training,
being mentored, and shadowing in other organisations.

2.

Develop the values further from a staff perspective and describe what drives people’s
behaviours more explicitly in public/customer facing marketing tools, e.g. the website.
There is good research to show customers consider these issues, including social
responsibility, to make purchase decisions in addition to the more obvious reasons.
Organisations are encouraged to find their own words that fit, for example, by undertaking
some facilitated staff discussion, via employee questionnaire, etc but here is an example:
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Our Values: To fulfil our vision and mission, we are guided by our core values of integrity, trust,
kindness, dignity, compassion and respect throughout all of our services, hence:
We put people and their individual needs first.
We actively listen and respond to the people we support.
We support people to achieve their aspirations.
We seek out, appreciate and encourage the potential in everyone.
We strive to be honest, transparent, fair and ethical in everything we do.
We learn when things go wrong.
We encourage staff to have a work life balance.
We celebrate success and try to make life enjoyable for all.
https://www.springhillcarehome.com/quality/our-vision-mission-values.html

3.

Review the performance management process, for instance, consider: the value of more
frequent regular review; the interactions between an employee’s supervisor and line
manager, agreeing future individual objectives aligned to organisational objectives,
improving the Appraisal/Review form, etc. Current business thinking and exemplars can
be discussed with your Practitioner at the feedback meeting.

4.

Ensure people understand the recognition and reward approach, criteria and the ways
people are rewarded, for example, transparent pay rates. Explain senior leaders’
motivations and philosophy and list the rewards, pay, perks, etc.

5.

Review the Induction process and seek improvements to benefit both the new person’s
development and team cohesion. New recruits have a lot to learn but they can also be a
great opportunity and improvement resource for staff teams and standards. Ensure that
mentors have coaching and teaching skills as well as expertise.

6.

Consider using the term ‘learning’ more widely and enable performance improvements as
a result of all learning to be recorded for both individuals and the company which will also
provide data to evaluate the return on investment of all resources expended on learning
and development. Training is just one type of Learning opportunity in a range of other
learning opportunities which exist within a learning programme (see table below). Many
organisations are now recording all learning opportunities and the performance
improvements which are a result of learning. Names commonly used are Organisational
Learning Log, Skills Matrix, etc.
Learning opportunities
 Training events
 Team away days

 Membership of professional bodies
 Reading – briefings, books, journals, web

 Networking meetings and Forums
 Action Learning Groups/Sets

 Synchronous and asynchronous E-learning
 Sabbaticals/ Secondments

 Peer development meetings

 Being on a working/action/ group

 Mentoring (internal or external)

 Coaching

 Visiting other organisations
 Shadowing someone

 Supervision, feedback, critical incident review
 Keep a Learning Log and reflection activities
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Other improvement suggestions
Most interviewees were asked: ‘If you had one suggestion for improvement what would that
be?’
In addition to the recommendations above, people suggested:
1. ‘Play areas for children outside for resident’s families’ children would encourage
children to visit’.
2. ‘More extra shifts when I want them please’.
3. ‘Perhaps new bedding and towels. We have high standards, and these could be
better’.
4. ‘Fairer annual leave process’.

Verbal Feedback Meeting
A verbal feedback meeting between Lynne Richards (IIP Practitioner), Jo Girdler (Registered
Manager/Care Director) and Richard Allistone (Director) has been scheduled to take place at
Chelston Park Nursing & Residential Home at 2pm on 13/12/2018. The purpose of the meeting
will be to discuss the results and recommendations and agree an action plan which will be
reviewed in 12 months. The key dates for the next stages of Chelston Park Nursing &
Residential Home’s Investors in People journey are set out below.
Accreditation date
16/11/2018

12-Month Review
10/09/2019

24-Month Review
10/09/2020

Accreditation
Expiry
10/09/2021

NB. The actual 2018 accreditation date (last day onsite for this assessment) was later than
the 2018 accreditation expiry date (exactly 3 years from the assessment in 2015). The 12and 24-month review and expiry dates follow on from the accreditation date in 2015 in order
to continue your uninterrupted accreditation from 2015.
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